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Introduction 

Following a special meeting of the MHAI Board and Staff held in October 1999 to 

consider documents prepared by sub-comminees of the Board of the Association on 

the following issues: 

Service Provision (lnd Support 

Promotion of Mental Health 

Information 

Advocacy 

it was decided to expand the themes. I issues addressed by the Strategic Plan to 

include: 

Social Housing 

Role of Development Officer 

The Board of the Mental Health Association of Ireland recognises that the most 

imponant element of the organisation is our volunteers, who form the 

membership of each local Mental Health Associa.tion. The drafting of the Strategic 

Plan (or the organisalion proposed ior consideration and agreement the bask 

goals and objectives of the Association. The Plan recommended the adoption of 

courses of action and will recommend, following the publication of the Plan. the 

allocation of resources necessary to achieve these goals. In other words, the draft 

Strategic Plan will make recommendations on the general direction of the 

Association over the next five years. 

In May 2000. a Strategic Plan document was prepared in draft form with the intention of 

spurTing debate and discussion by the membership of local Mental Health Associations. 

An intensive consultation process followed through a series of meetings held on a 

regional basis throughout the country. where the views and observations of Mental 

Health Association volunteers were recorded. The aim of the consultation process, 

which also Included written submissions forwarded by local Mental Health 

Associations, staff, Board Members and volunteers was to identify where consensus lay 

with regard to current and future aaivities of the Association. The completed Strategic 

Plan now reflects what volunteers believe is the direction the Mental Health 

Association of Ireland should take in the next five years. 
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Name of Organisation 

The question of whether the Mental Health Association of Ireland conveys to the 

general public what the organisation represents was raised during the consultation 

process. Whether the terms "mental health" or even "mental" should be included in 

the organisation's name was raised. Support was, however. widespread for the 

retention of both terms but that greater clarification was needed to infonn the public 

of what constitutes good mental health and its importance in relation to the overall 

well-being of each person. 

Support was expressed for a change in the name of the MHAI to increase its impact 

and relevance. It is proposed therefore to alter the name of the organisation to: 

Mental Health Ireland 

Supporting P05i(ive MemQI HeolLh 

It is hoped that the change in title will contribute to a greater understanding of what 

we aim to achieve and change the mistaken perception of a section of the public that 

our activities are solely related to mental illness. 

With the change in name of the organisation it is proposed in the first year to name 

the organisation - Mental Health Ireland. formerly known as the Mental Health 

Association of Ireland. 
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Mission Statement 

In the sequence of planning of the organisation's activities over the next fNe years and 

in order to be meaningful. MHI must have a basic purpose or mission. What the 

organisation's business is and should be, is in the first instance. outlined in its business 

purpose or mission. 

Mission Statement 

Mental Health Ireland aims to promote positive mental health 

and to actively support persons with a mental illness, their 

families and carers by identifying their needs and advocating 

their rights. 

In accordance with this statement the following areas will receive priority attention 

over the duration of the Strategic Plan: 

Promotion of positive mental health. 

Advancing the services for people with severe, long~term mental illness. 

Mental health needs of children and adolescents. 

Ensuring the social integration of persons with a mental illness. 

The mental health needs of older persons. 

The needs of persons with acute mental illness. 

These proposed target areas will complement existing volunteer led activities and 

projects within the organisation. 

The mission statement of Mental Health Ireland must be maintained and respected at 

all times whereby the independence of the organisation is not compromised by 

involvement in any function which may connict with. or be contrary to its remit 
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Structure of Mental 
Health Ireland 

The Mental Health Association of Ireland is a national vOluntary organisation which 

was establ~shed in 1966. It is a company limited by guc.rantee with a voluntary board 

of directors representative of local MHAs and people wiLh expertise in relevant areas. 

There are 95 local Mental Health Associations affiliated to Mental Health Ireland. 

While they are autonomous. they share the mission of MHI and participa[e in projects 

organised at nationallevel.The local MHAs service the mental health needs of lheir 

own areas. MHI is affiliated to the World Federation for Mental Health (WFMH) and 

to Mental HealLh Europe. 

MHI has a present staffing level of 6 full-time and 2 part-time employees a[ cemral 

orfice who carry out the recommendations and policies of the Board and provide 

support to the volunteer netwol-k and Development Officers. There are at pr"esent I I 

Development Officers supporting the work of local MHAs in Health Board areas. This 

is due to increase to 14 Development Officers this year. 

Menta! Health Ireland has maintained close links with mental health service providers 

in Ireland and has developed in parallel. renecting the changing landscape in service 

delivery. from an institutional base to the community. 

It ;s recommended that 

A regional structure to facilitate discussion. consultation and dissemination of 

inrormation be established. 

A regional structure currently exists in the North Western region and has proven 

effective through its regular- meetings with representatives of the North Westem Health 

Board in making progress on matters considered by local Mental Health Associations in 

the region as needing attention. The regional structure comprises representatives of 

local MHAs.lt is proposed that such a structure should exist in each health·board 

functional area: that it meets perhaps on a quar-terly basis with the CEO of Mental 

Health Iretand in attendance and thal the group of representatives along with the CEO 

meet with representalives of the relevant health board to pursue and make progress 

on matters which local MHAs feel require attention. 
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It is recommended that ............................................................................................. .. 

A Regional Co-ardinating Committee be established in each Health Board area for 

Mental Health Services modelled on the committees operating for people with 

physical and sensory disabilities. 

It is proposed that such committees would share the same functions as the 

committees ror services for people with physical and sensory disabilities - i.e .. to 

advise Chier Executive Officers of Health Boards on the following: 

(i) the commissioning of an assessment of the needs of people with a mental illness: 

(ii) the formulation and review of a multi-annual plan for the development of services 

for people with a mental illness which is casted and prioritised: 

(iii) opportunities for co-operation and flexibility among service pnoviders to ensure 

best utilisation of resources; 

(iv) issues relating to quality and effectiveness of services; 

(v) the effective provision of information to service users: 

(vi) the prioritising of programmes for the allocation of development funds: 

(vii) supporting the development of a comprehensive database and 

(viii) development of appropriate mental health pl"Omotion. 

MHI believes th(lt there should be local consultative committees within each health 

board region. Local MHAs should be partners in this process with the aim of: 

Enhancing the partnership and quality of service between statutory and VOluntary 

organisations. 

Lobbying for improved structures within the services and providing a continuing 

appraisal of quality of local services. 

Ensuring effective and efficient responses to the needs of those experiencing 

mental ill health 

Encouraging users/families/carers to have input in to services. 

Encouraging mental health promotion projects. 

It is recommended that MHI .................. .. 

Establish a regional structure on the lines outlined above to facilitate consultation, 

discussion, dissemination of information and improvements in service provision through 

regular meetings with health providers. 
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Board of Directors of Mental Health Ireland 
In accordance with Anicle 34 of the Articles of Association of the Mental Health 

Association of Ireland the number of members of the Board (all of whom must be 

members afthe Association) shall be twenty-one and each of the existing Health 

Board Regions shall have one local Association representative on the Board. The 

Articles of Association of the MHAI refers only to the appointment of the flr51 

members of the Board but remains silent on subsequent appointments to the Board. 

The need for an open and democratic process for electing members to the Board of 

Mental Health Ireland was referred to during the consultative process. 

There are currently fifteen members on the Board of Mental Health Ireland. Each of 

the Health Board Regions is currently represented on the Board but account mu9. be 

taken or the recem establishment of three separate authorities In the East Regional 

Health Authority Region formerly served by the Eastern Health Board. 

It is recommended that 

Representation Irom local Associations operating in the three authorities 

comprising the Eastern Regional Health Authority be included in the Board 01 

Directors oi MHI. 

A procedure consistent with good practice be employed in relation to the 

appointment of Directors to the Boar-d or MHI. which will also be in compliance 

with the terms 01 the Articles of Association of MHI.A newly appointed or 

replacement Director should ideally br-ing a significant addition to current 

Directors' capabilities and contribute actively and consistently to the collective 

team of Directors in decision making. With this in mind. the future election andlor 

selection process should be undertaken by the Chairman of the Board. two 

Directors and the Chief Executive where persons have been proposed to be 

appointed to Director positions on the Board. 

Inter Agency Linking 

It has been MHAI policy 1O integrate with other voluntary organisations which could 

act as vehicles to achieve our own objectives e.g. National Youth Council. Mental 

health can be infiuenced by the activities of a wide range or dirferent people and 

proressions (the health promoters).The activities. which make up mental health 

promotion, need a correspondingly wide r-ange of skills. While recognising that the 

priority is Mental Health Ireland. the need to wor-k with other agencies is necessary 

occasionally. 
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National and International Networking 

The MHAI has had strong links with other major mental health agencies to network 

on issues of common interest and concern.The activities of Mental Health Europe and 

the World Federation for Mental Health should continue to be supported through 

affiliation and attendance at relevant meetings, conferences etc. These afiiliations will 

keep us informed of international trends. Aware of the Council Resolution of the 

European Communities (18 November 1999) on the Promotion of Mental Health. rt is 

imperative that Mental Health Ireland should support and be actively involved in 

promoting the recommendations of same. 

It is recommended that ............................................................. . 

Networking and interagency linking be continued where appropriate 
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MHA Volunteers 

The Board of Mental Health Ireland recognises and respects the valued contribution of 

the volunteers and their VI/Ork on behalf of people who experience mental illness and 

their efforts in promoting positive mental health. The effectiveness of the MHI is 

entirely dependem on the activities of volunteer's throughout the country. The 

volunteer component of OUt" human resource is going to conLinue to be the major 

means of delivering programmes. Current volunteer activities varies between regions 

of the country. However, the long standing core activities of volunteers. such as 

befriending, are recognised as inCl-easingly relevant and important with the 

development of service gelivery la persons in the community. Volunteer numbers 

need to be reviewed and strengthened where necessClr-y. While Memal Health Ireland 

recognises the invaluable role or volunteers, the efforts and activities of volunteers 

needs [0 be treated with respect by health board personnel and clinicians, 

It is recommended that 

Local MHI\s be advised on methods of recruiting new volunteers and of 

techniques for retaining existing members, 

Development Officers available to each local MHA would have a central role in 

providing assistance in this area. 

An audit of the current strength of Association member-ship be under-taken and 

strengthened where necessary 

Recruitment of Volunteers 

It is important that volunteer:; have a sense of involvement in the achievement of the 

aims of Mental Health Ireland, The area of volunteer recruitment presents a major 

challenge to Mental Health Associations throughout the country, Particular problems 

exist in attracting young people and young married people 1O be volunteers. There is a 

recognition that pemaps people outside these age categories could be a source of 

volunteer recruitment. As regards the retention of volunteers it is necessar-y that the 

role of volunteer-s be made attractive. wor-thwhile and meaningful. In relation to the 

recruitment or volunteers, a sense or involvement can be achieved lhr-ough an 

appr-odch to a person requesting him 01" her to Linder-take a particular task either on a 
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once off or occasional basis without formally asking the person to become a member 

of the Association. 

Attracting new volunteers will be dependent on raising awareness of the immense 

work local Mental Health Associations do in the development of improved services for 

persons with a mental illness and in contributing to greater public awareness of good 

mental health being crucial to the general well-being of the individual. 

Training 

It is important that those who will be involved in mental health associations be 

supported in the skills required to deliver on projects and initiatives and have the 

necessary resources to achieve their objeaives. In order for volunteers to operate 

effectively with confidence. it will be necessary to identify areas where training on 

certain issues is needed.Training will be provided to volunteers to assist in the 

development of a well-structured local Association. As a first step it has been 

proposed that a structured questionnaire should be provided to residents of 

community residences for completion in order to determine what their needs are and 

to train volunteers to meet these needs where training m'lght be necessary. 

Completion of the questionnaire would be subject to the agreement of residents to 

participate in the exercise. It is important that Mental Health Ireland provides an 

inclusive role for service users to facilitate the direction and development of volunteer 

training programmes. The organisation must be conscious of delivering training 

requirements to volunteers at a local level without disruption to family or work 

commitments. Intemal (staff and volunteer) training should be provided by MHI, where 

appropriate, to develop skills in the following areas: 

Communication. listening and interpersonal skills, 

Effective use of media. 

Project planning, 

Presentation skills. 

Communication skills. 

Advocacy. 

To enhance and develop the skills or new and existing volunteers, it is proposed that a 

structured training programme be provided.Training programmes need to be delivered 

to volunteers on a local basis to ensure the least disruption to their daily lives. 

Extemal training to other agencies, on mental health issues should also be considered, 
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It is recommended that 

A structured questionnaire be completed by residents of community based 

residences in order to identify service user needs and where necessary 1O train 

volunteers to meet these needs. 

Training be provided to volunteers to assist in the development of a well

structured local Association. 

A strudured questionnaire be provided to residents oi community residences for 

completion in order to determine what their needs are and. where necessary. to 

Lrain volunteers to meet these needs. Completion of the questionnaire would be 

subject to the agreemenl of residents to participate in the exercise. 
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Service Provision 
and Support 

There are emerging trends which are already iniluencing the direction being taken and 

the direction which will be taken in tile future by Mental Health Ireland. These trends 

are ai-ising because of changes in service delivery by Heatth Boards: changes in thinking 

on general health care issues and the growth in acceptance of state body/voluntary 

sector working partner-ships. 

Access to information on service provision and support must be readily available and 

pan of the focus of MHI will be directed at these issues in the future. Extemal training 

to other agencies in industry, service and profeSSional groups on mental health issues 

and mental health promotion should also be developed. 

The established practice of a partnership approach with Health Boan:is in areas of service 

provision and support is recognised by MHI as mutually beneficial. This concept has been 

offic:ially acknowledged by the Department of Health and Children strategy document 

"Shaping a Heatlhier Future" and this trend towards closer working relationships with the 

statutoI")' bodies wi!1 continue as appropriate. It is planned to implement the recommen

dations in Chapter 2 regar"ding the formation of regional committees to further this aim. 

Befriending and Quality of Life 

Current befriending activities include volunteer visits to homes, to day support centres, 

community residences and hospitals. Development of long tenn relationships with 

MHAs and improvement in the quality of social life is fostered through client/user 

participation in outings. holidays and social events. 

Consideration should be given to the provision of meaningful employment for people 

suffering from mental illness and where possible, supported employment, workshop 

racilities, or some similar centres where people's quality of life would be enhanced 

should be investigated. 

Local MHAs may also wish to examine the pOSsibility of assisting people with mental 

illness by providing support to participate in training and education activities. 
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It ;s recommended thot ....................................... . 

Guidelines be developed to ensure that befriending is sensitive and supportive 

and provides a listening role. 

In addrtion to the need to provide training for volunteers in this ar"€a. where 

necessary; it is recommended that guidelines on good practice in relation to 

befriending be prepared and distributed to volunteers which would address areas 

requiring clarification or guidance with regard to one to one berrien ding. 

A Pilot PI-eject be considered to measure needs from the service user 

perspective in order to improve the quality of their lives. This project could be 

linked with the proposed users questionnaire recommended in Chapter 3. 

MHI pursue with health boards the possibility of users of services having access 

to mental health day facilities at week-ends and evenings when the facilities would 

be in demand at least to the same extent as office hours - Monday to Friday.The 

provision of a range of activities could be explored including social programmes 

with the assistance of Fas trainees. 

Consideration of meaningful employment for people with a mental illness should 

be investigated and where possible supported employment. or workshop facilfiies. 

or some similar centre where people's quality or life would be enhanced. 

Local MHAs consider the possibilrty of assisting people with mental health 

problems by supporting them through assistance to avail of training and education 

opportunities. 

Discussions take place with Health Boards with regard to the proviSion of funding 

towards necessary maintenance of community residences and the provision of 

acceptable furnishings. 

MHt raise with Health Boards the need to develop proper rehabilitation services 

to improve the quality of lives of patients. 

In-patient service providers ensure prior to patient discharge that the person is 

made aware of support and services available to the person within the locality. 

A pilot project be introduced to monitor the effectiveness of a structured 

befl-iending programme wrth a view to extending such a programme, where 

appropriate, on an national basis. 
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Severe Mental Illness 

The Annual Report of the Inspector of Mental Hospitals provides a valuable insight 

into standards of care and treatment delivered to people availing of mental health 

services. The Report is of particular value as regards identifying the state of service 

provision for persons with severe. long-term mental illness. Critical comments on 

services, for those who suffer severe mental illness. by such an authoritative source can 

be used as a guide by Mental Health Ireland in efforts to improve services. 
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Social Housing 

CUrl-entry Mental Health h-eland, through its local MHAs. are involved in the provision 

of housing at varying suppOrt levels for clients. who use the mental health services of 

the Health Boards. with financial assistance from the Department of the Environment. 

the Health Boards. the National Lonery and People in Need Trust Housing need5 are 

changing fr-om accommodation lor older people to the needs of the "new long 513y' 

people, especially young men. Demand will. however. continue in relation to the 

housing needs of older persons with a mental illness_ 

With the increasing shih in the delivery of mental heali.h services by "~t!Jtory bodies 

from a predominantly institutional form of care to care provided in a range of 

community facilities, capital funds are being direaed, by service providers towards, the 

development of community residences to people with memal illness. However: there 

are limitations on the availability of capital funds required to provide these facilities. 

Given the current structur-e of public funding available I.hrough the Department of the 

Environment for social hou5ing. it makes sense for a voluntary body to be involved in 

housing and our role as a national body would be to facilitate local MHAs with 

relevant skills and information. 

Because of the growing complexity of the legal framework surrounding the ownership 

and management of property. there is a continuous need to update member-s engaged 

in housing projecLs. For local MHAs inler-ested in sening up housing projects. it was felt 

that lhey would benefit from advice and support bOLh from Central Office and from 

existing projects amund the country; 

Local MHAs are responsible for determining [heir own priorities and it should be 

accepted that in many cases. lhis would not include housing projeds. 

It is recommended that ..... 

Local MHAs involved in hOllsing be supponed. 

Local MHAs already involved in housing projects should continue:. 

Local MHAs wishing to undertake housing projects should have support/advice 

available from Central Offrce. 
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A list of mentors should be introduced i.e. experienced volunteers who have 

developed skills around housing projects. 

All housing should be lifetime adaptable with preference given to individual units. 

where possible. 

A booklet be provided on how to plan a social housing project. 

An information pack be prepared to accompany the booklet giving details on: 

How to form a limited company 

(requirement w availing o( capital ass/seance scheme odminis[ered by the 

Deporrmenr o( the Environment). 

Guidelines on drawing up Articles of Association 

(must incorporate Q hOUSing remir). 

Funding opportunities. 

Useful contact names and addresses of relevant sources oi information and 

mentors, where necessary. 

Develop existing relationships with local communities. 

Formal service contracts between MHA and partners. 

Local MHAs have devised a number of models of social housing. in partnership with 

local authorities and health boards. geared to local needs. 
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Mental Health 
Promotion 

The promotion of mental health involves <l broad range of issues. but it includes those 

strategies which: 

Contribute towards the prevention of mental illness 

and 

Promote and maintain an Individual's well-being. 

Mental health promotion can be seen as a set of activities direaed at str-engthening 

the determinants of mental health and their maintenance. Mental health promotion 

remains the most under-developed ar-ea of health promotion. There is an increasing 

recognition that "there is no health. wiLhoU( memal health", 

Positive mental health includes self-esteem. the ability to solve problems and the ability 

to adapt to mental <;tresses. Mental health promotion can be seen as a set of activities 

directed at strengthening the determinants of mental health and their' maintenance. 

The need for positive mental health promotion is universal and of relevance to all of 

us. It is important to get policy makers. professionals and lay people to comprehend 

that mental health and mental well-being ar'e basically issues of evet'yday life. The 

pmcess used to promote mental heallh should in itself be mental health promoting, 

Taking steps to promme mental health and encourc.ge early intervention in mental 

health problems are vital if Mental Health Ireland is to improve public anitudes 

towards mental health issues. MHI should be seen as expert advisors and market 

leaders on mental health promotion, Political lobbying through policy statements on 

mental health should be made regularly as well as a sustained campaign to influence 

govemment on mental health issues. 

While the promotion of mental health is central to the objectives of MHI. 2 need to 

adopt a wide focus in mental health policy has been identified and the suggested way 

forward is to develop mechanisms for inclusion in health service planning. Health 

Boards have now appointed Health Promotion Officers. Mental Health Pl'omotion 

Ol1icers and Suicide Resource Officers to address lhese needs and there is an urgent 
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need to establish what expertise MHI can provide in order to be included in future 

plans and to avoid duplication of finances and resourt:es. 

Positive mental health promotion demands co-ordinated action by all concerned -

govemment. local authorities. health and other social and economic sectors. by 

industry. voluntary organisations and through the various media. Mental Health Ireland, 

as the key organisation in mental health promotion, needs to fonn strategic alliances 

with partners in these areas. 

There is a need for strategic planing to consider issues that affect a person's menta) 

health. Existing policies and programmes should be assessed for effectiveness. While 

there is a substantial amount of mental health promotion activities being undertaken 

throughout the country through the network of local MHAs and Development 

Officers. it is, in some cases. on an 'ad hoc' basis. All activities should have clear aims, 

objectives and targets and be consistent in the delivery of the message. While it is 

recognised that local MHAs are autonomous, it is envisaged that national projects, as 

;dent;fied by MHI as good pract;ce, would be promoted locally by local MHAs. 

Mental Health Ireland identifies the importance of developing a range or mental health 

strategies to increase public awareness and change public attitudes towards the 

understanding of mental illness and also the importance of maintaining positive mental 

health, It is important that the general public is made aware of the positive side of 

having good mental health and that the persons should be directed at positive and not 

negative elements of mental health. 

It is recommended that MHI ............... .. 

Estab!;sh an Education/Promotion sub-group with respons;b;hty for a planned 

education! promotion programme(s) and also to <Jentify expertise with;n and outskie 

the organisation and to involve such personnel where appropriate. The sub-group will 

follow the poHcy of pos~ve mental health promotion as adopted by the MHI Board. 

A clear policy does however need to be rormulated with regard to the engagement 

of expertise, outside Mental Health Ireland. in mental health promotion activities. 

Promote linkages with third level colleges and appropriate professional bodies on 

mental health education and awareness programmes. 

Highlight the continuing need for on-going active mental health promotion 

campaigns. Activities need to be designed and targeted at speciijc groups e.g. 

youth and elderly. Current and all future mental health promotion projects should 

be evaluated on a planned basis 
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Provide quality mental health promotion pmgramrries. information and training 

both intemally to staff and volunteer-s. and extemally to the general public. 

Collate current research and consider <1 national survey to establish current public 

attitudes which would assist in formulating an appropriate response. 

Adopt a strategic appr-oach with Health Boards and other agencies to encourage 

a collaborative approach LO mental health prommion. 

Establish a mechanism for involvement in mental health policy planning and 

development at national. regional and local levels as a maner of urgency. 

Develop mental health education materials such as posters. leanelS. videos and 

website. In particular. there is a need to replace current print material including 

posters to achieve greater- impact. A brochur-e outlining the aims and role of 

Mental Health Ireland should be produced. 

Provide u-aining to other professionals such as Nurses. G.P.s.Teacher·s. Gardal etc. 

(in training) to help them develop their skills and knowledge in memal health 

promOlion.The advantage of working both direG.ly and indirectly through mhers 

is that il should influence many more people. 

Co-ordinate national progrClmmes e.g. Wor-Id Mental Health Day and Mental 

Health Weeks etc. 

Organise information events and campaigns nationatly and locally through local 

MHA::. clnd Development Offllel"""S. 

Work directly with the general public to give the information. which is needed by 

them. to be mentally healthy. 

Mental Health Promotion Projects 

Mental health promotion is currently being undertaken through national projects such 

as the Public Speaking Project. World Mental Health Day. Design a Cover. Mental 

Health Maners. seminars. exhibitions. public talks and Good Practices in Mental Health 

Projects. These activities need to be evaluated and reviewed. 

Local MHAs also undertake a range of health promoting aaivities including some or all 

of the above as well as identifying additional activities i.e. lectur-e series on various 

mental health topics as well as the distribution of mental health literature. While it is 

recognised that local MHAs are autonomous and the work they undertake addresses 

the needs in their own areas. there is a need for a more co~ordinated approach to 

events and particularly to materials distributed at these events. 
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Positive mental health promotion focuses on different levels of society. at different stages 

or lhe life span and in different life settings. While the general population has been 

identified. specific groups with special needs should be targeted and programmes 

developed to promote their mental health. Groups identified are ~ children: young people; 

older people and people at work Education and engagement of young people on mental 

health issues at an early age is a target It needs to be dearly set out what is required in 

order to be mentally healthy. This would apply not just to members of lhe public in 

general but to persons who have a mental illness, Schools and the workplace were 

recognised as two specific settings ror the immediate focus of mental health promotion 

proje~ Through the Public Speaking Project. the MHI ~ well established in Post Primary 

Schools. This will be supported by Mental Health Matters, a mental heallh resource pack 

which will be available nationally in 200 I. In relation to the workplace there is a need to 

get proactively involved in stress management In both target settings. the health 

promoters need to be identified and offered support and resources where appropriate. 

It is recommended that MHI .................................................. . 

Continue to support current mental health promotion projects. 

Evaluate and review (un'em projects. 

Provide a set or guidelines to local MHAs for the organisation of mental health 

promotion projects and provide guidance where resources are available, 

Identiry activities which are successful locally as 'good practices' and consider their' 

adoption as a national project. National projects should be co~ordinated from 

central office 10 ensure that agreed policy and procedur-e is adhered to with 

nation~wide launches of same, ;0 maximise publicity possibilities. 

Have a comprehensive and well co-ordinated approach to mental health 

promotion at all levels including the use of local and national media. 

Explore ways of providing stress management courses to the service and 

industrial sectors to meet demand for such services. 

Research 

There is a need to increase suppon for research and planning initiatives with particular 

emphasis on the development and maintenance of data resources to sl.lppor'! the 

strategic planning and policy~making process. MHI will facilitate the flow or accurate. 

timely inrormation clOd assist in defining issues, selecting research design, obtaining 

infonnation and interpreting results. 

References 

Menroll-/eoleh Promotion. A Quailly Ffame...vork Health Education AUlhorilY (UK) 

Promotion or Mental Health on the f.JJropean Agenda ST..!\KES (Finland) 

Memal /IIness:nle Fundamental FoC!SThe Menlat Heallh Foundation (UK) 
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Profile of Mental 
Health Ireland 
and The Media 

Our local MHAs and national body al"e active in a number of areas which may not be 

immediately recognised by members of the public as MHI projects. Mental Health 

Ireland needs to ensure that local mental health projects are attributed to the efforts 

of local volunteers and that health boards and members of the public clearly recognise 

these effons. The value or such activities as Arts & Crafts and literacy classes provided 

by some local MHAs should be recognised. In order to redress this, il is necessary to 

take steps to raise both our national and local profiles through increased public 

awareness of good/positive mental health and greater media presence by Mental 

Health Ireland. 

Local MHAs are increasingly making use of local media for the promotion of good 

mental health. Additional training in media skills is needed to utilise the media towards 

the implementation of our mission. 

Fund raising forms a necessary part of the activities of each Mental Health Association. 

While such activities are required to provide finance to engage in activities. fund raising 

provides an opportunity to pl'Dmote the role of a ~HA in a particular area and also 

preserves the voluntary nature of Mental Health Associations. 

Mental Health Ireland needs to Lake a lead role nationally in promoting mental health 

issues. The CEO should be designated to deal with media issues at national level and 

be in a position to respond promptly to negative comments/publicity. The engagement 

on a consultancy basis of a public relations professional should be considered. if 

required. 

To include a mechanism for developing contacts. a policy should be established for 

dealing with media at national and local level. All aspects of the media should be 

utilised as an effective tool locally and nationally to promote an awareness of mental 

health and to seek publicity for mental health activities and events. There should be 

continuous monitoring of the media and negative reporting should be responded to in 

an appropriate fashion. 
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To effectively promote these matters, it is recommended that a person be designated 

to be readily available to make authoritative statements on behalf of the MHAI.This 

would normally be the CEO in consultation with the Chairman. However. on 

occasions, it may be more appropriate to invite Board members with specific expertise 

to do so. 

It is recommended that MHI ........................ . 

Establish a clear policy for dealing with media in order to develop a proactive 

approach and a reactive response. 

Make substantial use of the media, nationally and locally to promote its objectives. 

Respond quickly to media comments on relevant issues/matters relating to mental 

health, people experiencing mental illness or related matters. 

Campaign to change public attitudes. including the attitude of employers. to 

persons experiencing mental illness. 

Provide training in media skJlIs for local MHA members. 

Designate a person to be readily available to make authoritative statements on 

behalf of MHI - this would normally be the CEO in consultation with the 

Chairman and/or Board members with specific expertise. 

Consider the appointment of a public relations proressional on a consultancy basis 

if required. 

Engage a media personality to highlight the profile of MHI and raise awareness of 

mental health issues. 

Review its brand concepts including logo, name and identity. 

Establish a high profile "Ftiends of Mental Health" group to achieve greater 

community involvement and corporate sponsorship. 

Pmvide all local MHAs and Development Officers with relevant material 

(Iiterature.leanets. posters. video, websrte) to enhance the organisation's profile. 
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Information 

Mental Health Ireland has a responsibility to provide independent relevant information 

on all aspects of mental health as well as information on various sources of suppor-t 

services (bot~ statutory and voluntary) available in local area5. Currently this 

information is provided through Mensana House on request (telephone, personal 

callers. written, electronic). This service acts in the main as a referral point to other 

agencies and services. A counselling service is not provided.There needs to be a more 

planned approach to the provision of information so that MHI should be able to either 

deal with the query or guide the per"son to an appropriate service which is 

conveniently located. 

Literature (fact-sheets, leaflets. posters. advertising material for events) should be up

to-date. timely. relevant. age appropriate, attractive and easily identifiable with MHI. In 

promoting positive mental health and supporting persons with mental health 

problems. care should be taken thal infor-mation is provided in an attractive/accessible 

format. that qualrty posters are produced and that display stands are attractive. 

Materials should be supplied to all local MHAs and Development Officers so as to 

attain consistency in the message and standard o( production. 

While investment in information technology is important in extending access to 

information. this. however. should not be the sole means of disseminating informalion 

as we must be mindful o( our larget audience at all times e.g. some local MHAs and 

those experiencing mental illness may not have access to or have the skills to avail or 

information technology. 

Mensana News should be utilised as an effective mechanism rar communicating 

information internally. The website WWYV.mensana.arg should continue to be monitored 

and developed. 

It is recommended that MHI 

Establish a 'good practice in mental health' database as a source for collating and 

disseminating information on mental health topics. 

Foster a collaborative approach with third level institutions to pursue research 

projects. 
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Consider supporting a Mental Health element of the Young Scientists programme. 

Up-date literature as a matter of urgency. Invest in relevant materials (literature, 

leaflets. posters, videos, displays and information technology) to undertake the 

task of mental health promotion efficiently and effectively. 

Formalise information service and resource materials. The sourcing, collation and 

dissemination of information needs to be developed as a more formal service 

within MHI with exact guidelines on best practice in order to avoid referTing 

queries inappropriately to other- agencies. 

National Conferences 

The Association should consider the organisation of a national conference or seminar 

on a topical mental health issue as appropriate. This would afford the opportunity to 

inform and debate mental health topics as weJl as availing of pUblicrty opportunities. 

MHI should. when appropriate, and subject to MHI board approval. support 

conferences organised by other agencies. 

It is recommended that ...... 

A conference on a topical issue be organised as appropriate. The subject of such 

a conference should be focussed on a specific theme. 
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Advocacy 

The Association has since its inception been an advocate for people experiencing 

mental ill health. The question therefore is really how it should exercise that role to the 

benefit of persons with a mental illness in the changing environment It should of 

course be recognised that many people experiencing mental illness. are perfectly well 

able to speak (or themselves. 

Our concerns are twofold and relate to: 

Campaigning 

2 Advocacy 

The elements of our campaigning policies and advocacy policies should be subject to 

critical review on a planned basis. 

I Campaigning 

By campaigning we mean advocacy on behalf of the general body of people 

with a mental health problem and sometimes families, taking an interest and 

exerting pressure where necessary in the fields of legislation and policies 

relating to provision of services, employment or occupation, housing, general 

welfare etc. This would be more appropriate to the central body (MHI). 

In implementing a campaign. Mental Health Ireland may make representations as 

required to Govemment Local authorities and Statutory Agencies. 

Key issues on 0 campaigning agenda might include: 

Legislation being introduced. 

Legislation that might be required. 

The provision of adequate levels of welfare bene~t. 

Provision of suitable housing. 

Elimination of Discrimination. 
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Shaping the development of positive societal attitudes towards people with 

mental illness. 

Maximising employment opportunities for people with long term mental health 

problems. 

The provision of adequate services and facilities·, 

.. e.g. hospiral planning design should provide {or an 'Advocacy Room' (or pao'ents and 

their represenrotives/odvisers, which could be perceived as 'neu(rQl ground', Ie should 

embrace !.he needs or those in hospital and in the community. 

It is recommended that jf the Board adopts the policy, a particular campaign target 

should be seleaed (perhaps from the list above) and a campaign commenced and 

followed through. A steering group whh appropriate skills and expertise should be 

formed to drive the campaign. 

In relation to a campaigning role, it is necessary for the Association to campaign on 

mental health at a macro level. 

2 Advocacy 

Local MHAs should be in a position to advocate on behalf of specific individuals! groups 

and to bring to the notice of appropriate Authorities cases/situations that they consider 

need attention or improvement.This may be done either by people themselves (self

advocacy) or by others on their behalf. They should also aim to be aware of problems 

related to mental health and raise such issues in the relevant quarter: 

Questions have been raised during the consultative process leading to the final drafting 

of the Strategic Plan on what precisely advocacy means in the mental health field. A 

straightforward definition was proposed during the course of discussions that 

members of local Mental Health Associations should be "a voice on behalf of persons 

with a mental illness", Being an effective voice ranges from advising on and defending 

the rights of a particular individual to, on a broader level. influencing the planning, 

delivery and evaluation of mental health services. It is planned that the broader level of 

advocacy will be met through the proposed establishment of regional committees to 

meet on a regular basis with service providers, 
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Mental Health Ireland is conscious of the need to ensur"e that volunteers are 

comfor-table and appropriately skilled to undertake an advocacy role. There are many 

aspects surrounding advocacy or as one local Mental Health Association stated "a 

considerable degr'ee of advocacy takes place on a daily basis but is nOl always seen for' 

what it actually is". 

It is recommended thot MHI 

Provide training in advocacy skins. 

Consider the appoinLment of a user representative to the MHI Board. 

Encourage user representation on local MHA Boards. 

Consider" the establishment of 'Focus Groups' of service users at regional/local 

level to advise MHI. 

Shape the development of positive societal attitudes towards people with mental 

illness. 

Advocate on behalf of persons with long-term mental illness both in hospitals and 

in the community. 

Support intervention advocacy on behalf of person(s) with a mental illness to 

ensur'e compliance with statutory legislation and regulations. 

Provide information on rights and entitlements and sources of assistance services. 

This raises the question of the extent of such information that might be made 

available and a clear de~nltion of lines of demarcation between the provision of 

infonnation and the provision of services. 

Campaign for support for families in caring roles. to include financial support 

information and a Support Helpline. the latter being provided by the Health Boards. 

Lobby the Statutory Services (Health Boards) to provide in each sector ar"ea a 

Social Centre. which is accessible to cliems in the evenings and at week-ends. 

Mental Health Ireland recognises the substantial role played by local MHAs in housing 

and the traditional interest in the welfare of those with menta! health problems in 

hospital. This should always continue as a major focus of local MHA work.. 

MHI is concemed at the quality of provision of r"esour"Ces for persons with long-term 

mental illness in hospitals. in the community. and for their families and carers. Our 

policy should be to identify service gaps and to campaign for their elimination. 
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Respite Care 

MHI should advocate for the greater provision by Health Board:. of respite care in the 

communrty. in order to give families/carers a break.. MHI propose that respite care 

could take place where a person with a mental iltness is accommodated on a pre

planned or emergency basis in a respite bed which may be located in a community 

residence. A carer could also be substituted for by another person who looks after the 

person with a mental illness for the duration of the carer's absence. When selecting 

people to substitute for carers it is essential that care is taken to match the person 

being selected for this work with the resident of the household. 

It is recommended thot MHI ............................................ . 

Lobby the Health Boards for greater provision of respite care. 
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The Role of 
Development Officers 

Following a study by the Board of the MHAI of the report Planning for the Future 

on the development of mental health services, published in 1984. it became apparent 

that the future role of the MHAI and local MHAs would be to: 

change public attitudes in order that.community based 
mental health services would be accepted by an 
understanding and caring community 

and 

1 to mobilise vOluntary effort to provide support for 
community services ,for persons with a mental illness. 

As part of a regional development programme. a policy to appoint Development 

Officers of the MHAI was pursued in order to strengthen and encourage local MHA 

development and to ensure local MHA members were fully aware of Health Board 

policies and plr.lns in relation to mental health service community developments. This 

year each Health Board will have at least one Development Officer in place and will 

be available Lo suppor-t all local MHAs. It is important that Development Officer 

vacancies. once they arise. are filled immediately. 

The Development Offrcer- makes an important contribution 10 the effectiveness of 

local MHAs. It is important that all interested parties including local MHAs, the Board 

of MHI. Central Office Staff. Development Orflcer-s themselves and Health Boal-ds have 

a clear and consistent view on the role and functions of Development Officer--s. 

To ensure consistency of the role of Development Officers in all 
regions, it is recommended that the following key principles will 
apply: 

A resource to suppon current and develop new local mental health associations 

in the region which lhe oi1icer serves. refiecting lhe mission statement oi MHI and 

the Board and working 1O the policy of the Board of MHI. 
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The primary role is to promote the aims of MHI by energising the local MHAs in 

their area before embarking on liaisons with other agencies, either voluntary or 

statutory, 

A resource to the local MHAs with the emphasis on local volunteer involvement 

in work as opposed to the Development Officer carrying out the work directly. 

Attend meetings of local MHAs - listen, advise. motivate, support, encourage and 

emphasise the valuable contributions volunteers can make in areas such as; 

Befriending 

Social Housing 

Fund-raising 

Mental Health Promotion 

Education, for example, Public Speaking Projea, talks to students in schools, use of 

local radio and local press, encouraging a network of local expertise. 

Devise a list of ideasftopicslsuggestions for local MHAs that may be used as the 

basis for their programme of activities. Share with local MHAs information on 

national projects and on new developments taking place in other MHAs in the 

regionlcountry. 

Encourage local MHAs to organise/promote mental health promotion events, for 

example, information days, seminars. etc. 

Cc.rry out the remit of the national body. supporting and assisting in the 

promotion of national projectS through local MHAs. 

Serves the needs of local MHAs. In this regard the Development Officer works 

with the volunteers of local MHAs to develop, facilitate and support them in their 

work and be a direct link to the national organisation. All Development Officers 

should adopt a consistent approach. where possible, bearing in mind local or 

regional priorities or needs, ensuring that information disseminated by local MHAs 

is of the highest standard and reflects best practice. Development Officers will be 

aware of the aims of MHI to guide local MHAs in their activities, 

Foster the development of active mental health education programmes by 

facilitating the local MHAs in their involvement with schools and community 

groups and supporting national mental health promotion activities. 

Assist and encourage local MHAs to enhance their profile within local 

communities by fostering community involvement with the possibility of attracting 

new members. 
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Advise local MHAs on methods of recruiting new volunteers and of techniques or 

retaining existing volunteers. With the support or MHI. where necessary. they may 

organise and assist with the training of same. thus helping to clarify the 

role/funaion of the volunteer. 

To act as a link between the local MHAs and national body communicating 

informalion in both directions. 

To work with statulOry bodies on projeru of mutual benefit to both local MHAs 

and statutory service providers within their region. considering the twin aims or 

MHI. 

Be involved in mental health policy planning for county/region. in partnership with 

the relevant health boardaC1d local,service providers. within MHI Board,policy 

and co-operaling with local MHAs. 

Have broad knowledge or current developments in statutory mental health 

services in their region. as local MHAs may wish to become involved in a 

supportive role. 
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Implementation, 
Monitoring and Review 
of the Strategic Plan 

Pemaps the most important phase in the preparation of the Strategic. Plan is that work 

on implementing the Plan happens without delay. This will mean that specified people 

or groups of people will be assigned to work on specific tasks. Monitoring of progress 

and the pac.e of implementation of the strategic plan will be achieved through detailed 

work programmes being prepared which will set out what person(s) are required to 

do in support of the policies and objectives outlined in the Plan. 

It is proposed that the process of implementing work programmes would be 

measured through performance indicators. In order that the goals and objeCtives of 

the Association are met it is proposed that the relevant personnel would be consulted 

and would participate in the design of proposed work programmes. 

It ;s recommended that .............................................................................................. . 

A review of the Strategy Plan be undertaken on an annual basis. It is 

recommended that a review group be formed comprising of two Board members 

of MHI selected by the Board. five volunteer representatives or persons 

nominated by volunteers and the Chief Executive of Mental Health Ireland. Other 

persons deemed necessary to participate in the review could be invited to join 

the review team. 

An Action Plan be drafted detailing a timeframe for implementation of the Plan. 

following the launch of the Strategic Plan at the Annual Conference of the 

Association in jury's Hotel. Waterford on 13th October 2000. A target date for 

completion of the Action Plan is planned for 3 1st December 2000. 
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